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Motivation
How do new ideas, novelty and impact arise and spread?

Novelty and impact is usually measured through number of publications or 
citations. 

We use information theory: topic modelling and Kullback-Leibler dvergence.

Context: Annual meeting of the Brazilian National Association of Post-graduate 
studies – ANPEC.

1600+ papers from 2013 to 2019.



ANPEC – Brazilian Economic Association
Founded in 1973.

Members: 28 departments of economics.

Yearly meeting in early December each year.

Highly competitive selection.

Most in Portuguese, but many in English.

Divided in 13 fields of Economics.

Brazilian Economics: well-connected to the global frontier, yet basically in a follower 
status.



Information theory and the measurement of novelty

Topic Modelling – Latent Dirichlet Allocations.

Bag of words.

Each paper is described as a probability distribution over 30 topics.

Kullback-Leibler divergence to measure patterns in how different probability 
distributions diverge from each other.

Novelty: When new patterns emerge.

Transience: When patterns that existed are no longer repeated (novelty from the 
future to the present).

Resonance: High novelty with low transience.





Information theory
Entropy

Kullback-Leibler divergence



Information theory
Novelty (Bayesian surprise)

Transience (Bayesian surprise) 
from future to past.

Resonance (new pattern 
that persists)



Literature (Kullback-Leibler)
Barron et al. (2017): French Revolution.

Murdock et al. (2017): Darwin’s notebooks.

Jing et al. (2019): Fanfiction.

Degaetano-Ortlieb & Teich (2018): Papers of the Royal Society of London.



Literature (other methods)
Uzzi et al. 2013: Web of Science.

Askin & Mauskapf, 2017: Pop music.

Foster et al., 2015; papers in chemistry and biomedicine.

Uzzi and Spiro (2005): Broadway musicals.

Mueller, 2021: Pop music and music genres.

Youn et al., 2015: Patents.







Economic history

Trade Micro:
Labor, social, demographic,
urban, etc.

History of economic
thought - methodology













Conclusions
Novelty is necessary but not sufficient for impact.

Science is conservative. New ideas face reactionary forces.

Information theory-based methods align partially with traditional citation-based 
methods to measure impact.


